2019 YEAR-END GIFTS
UNDER R100 GIFT IDEAS
CHRISTMAS HATS

MOPTOPPER STYLUS PENS

COLOUR-CHANGING MUGS

ACTION WATER BOTTLES

HOLIDAY TOILETRY BAG

GOOFY MOPTOPPER DESK PEN

FESTIVE COLOURING SET

1
under R50 gifts
ISLA BALL PEN  
ARABELLA WATER BOTTLE  
ATRA LASER-READY MUG  
COMMUTE USB CAR CHARGER  
JEAN A5 NOTEBOOK  
ARABELLA WATER BOTTLE  
MIA WATER BOTTLE  
PACE RUNNING POUCH WITH REFLECTIVE DETAIL  
MALDIVES UNISEX FLIP FLOPS  
BASECAMP TOILETRY BAG  
FINCLEAR
TECHIE GIFT IDEAS
ORLEANS 3 IN 1 CONNECTOR CABLE & EARBUDS

MAITLAND MEMORY STICK 8GB

AVA GIFT SET

RAZOR ONE GIFT SET

MAITLAND WIRELESS CHARGER

ORION BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

SWISS COUGAR PARIS 16GB MEMORY STICK

MAITLAND BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

NIMBUS WIRELESS CHARGER & PHONE HOLDER

OMEGA ON THE DESK GIFT
ENQUIRE OF WHAT STOCK IS AVAILABLE

VOLKANO DUAL NEO BUNDLE

MULTI-FUNCTION BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES

AMPLIFY SPORTS HOOK EARPHONES
ASK US FOR OUR FULL 2020 DIARY CATALOGUE

INNER DETAILS INCLUDE:

• DAILY APPOINTMENT PLANNER
• PERSONAL INFORMATION
• SOUTHERN AFRICAN PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
  • MONTHLY CALENDARS
  • ACADEMIC CALENDAR

ADVANTAGE A5 DIARY

CRIAG MARTINI TIME MANAGEMENT A5 DIARY
EXECUTIVE WALL & A FRAME CALENDARS

2020

Focused 2020

Calendar page with animal images:
- January and February

Calendar with landscape images:
- South Africa

Calendar with African wildlife images:
- Available in various sizes
- Suitable for advertising

Calendar with African nature images:
- Available in various sizes
- Suitable for advertising
RENAISSANCE A5 NOTEBOOK

FABRIZIO TRAVEL GIFT SET

FABRIZIO FOLD UP PHOTO FRAME

RENAISSANCE EIGHT GIFT SET

tech and pen sets
Please confirm stock on ALL Leather items

AMALFI COMPUTER BAG ITALIAN LEATHER

LUXURY UNDERARM ITALIAN LEATHER FOLDER

STYLO IPAD SLEEVE

CAPRFI DAKOTA GENUINE LEATHER COMPUTER BAG

FASTLINE SLIM LEATHER LAPTOP BAG

Genuine Leather Emblem
ESQUIRE BETTONI METAL BALLPEN - BLACK OR GUN METAL

INTERCONTINENTAL STYLUS BETTONI - METAL STYLUS BALLPEN

GOTHIC BETTONI METAL BALLPEN - STAINLESS STEEL

HARMONY PEN AND PENCIL SET

AXIS 4-IN-1 BALL PEN

BALMAIN TACTICAL STYLUS BALL PEN
OUTDOOR GIFT IDEAS
UV COATED BEACH UMBRELLA – 180CM 8 PANELS

FREESTYLE EXERCISE MAT
QUENCH WATER BOTTLE – 500ML, 750ML & 1LITRE

HOT or COLD – Quench your thirst!

Hot for 18 hours or Cold for 24 hours

3 different sizes – 500ml, 750ml, 1lit

7 distinctive colours

[count 16]
Introducing Kooshty
Your Kaleidoscope of Colour!
bold / bright / trendy / durable

Kooshty Boost Water Bottle
Kooshty Kaleido Sublimation Mug
Kooshty Go-Jo Kup
Kooshty Quirky Water Bottle
Kooshty Kup
KOOSHTY KAZOO TRAVEL SET
KOOSHTY KALEIDO KOFFEE SET
KOOSHTY NEO LUNCH BAG
KOOSHTY NEO REFRESHMENT KIT
KOOSHTY NEO CONGO WATER BOTTLE 600ML
KOOSHTY KOOL DRINKING SET
KOOSHTY MYKONOS BEACH TOWEL
KEEP IT COOL THIS SUMMER!

EVERGLADES PICNIC BLANKET

ERINDALW 6 CAN COOLER

THERMO 12 CAN COOLER

SILVER GLAZE BOTTLE COLLER

WAVERLY 6 CAN COOLER

STETTI 6 CAN COOLER
SINGLE & DOUBLE WINE TOTES
AFRICA PHONE STAND AND PEN HOLDER

AFRICA CUT-OUT PHONE STAND

CUSTOM BUSINESS CARD HOLDERS

PRICE IS DEPENDENT ON QUANTITY ORDERED
PRICE IS DEPENDENT ON QUANTITY ORDERED

LUGGAGE TAG

DOCKING STATION

COASTERS
PRICE IS DEPENDENT ON QUANTITY ORDERED

3D DECOR RED SET OF 3

3D DECOR WHITE SET OF 3

SANTAS KEY

Santa
Please use this
MAGIC KEY
for our home with
no chimney
PRICE IS DEPENDENT ON QUANTITY ORDERED

CAPPUCCINO STENCIL’S

Let It Snow

Twinkle
PRICE IS DEPENDENT ON QUANTITY ORDERED

WINE TAGS
CUSTOM MADE WOODEN WINE BOXES TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENT
HANDMADE FROM START TO FINISH & SPACE TO LASER ENGRAVE
LADIES EXECUTIVE GIFT IDEAS
THANDANA
HANDMADE IN SOUTH AFRICA
METALLIC RANGE
PERSONALIZATION AVAILABLE
Work hard, so you can shop harder.

THANDANA
HANDMADE IN SOUTH AFRICA
NAME BRAND GIFTS FOR HER

Bowling Bag

Murphy Shopper

Soho Small Sling Bag

Pebble Tote Bag

ABOUT SPECIALS AVAILABLE SUBJECT TO STOCK AVAILABILITY

sissy boy

ENQUIRE

POLO

CELLINI
NAME BRAND GIFTS FOR HER

ENQUIRE

ABOUT SPECIALS AVAILABLE
SUBJECT TO STOCK AVAILABILITY

DUDLEY TRIFOLD PURSE

SAFFIANO CLUTCH PURSE

SSIGNATURE MULTI CARD PURSE

PIPPA TOP ZIP PURSE

MADISON ZIP AROUND PURSE

MADISON TRIFOLD PURSE
NAME BRAND GIFTS FOR HER

LARGE DUFFLE

SMALL 4 WHEEL TROLLEY BLACK, WHITE & GREY

BEAUTY CASE

CARRY ON TROLLEY DUFFLE

ABOUT SPECIALS AVAILABLE
SUBJECT TO STOCK AVAILABILITY
SUSTAINABLE & ECO-FRIENDLY HOMEWARE
SPRING BLOSSOMS RANGE

SPRING BLOSSOM BIG BAG – FRENCH LILAC

SPRING BLOSSOM STORAGE BASKET – FRENCH LILAC

SPRING BLOSSOM CUJSHION COVER – FRENCH LILAC
PRICE ON REQUEST
Carrol Boyes Diffuser's

Carrol Body Hand Lotion

Carrol Body Butters

Carrol Body Hand Wash

Carrol Boyes Hand Lotion
FACE TOWEL 100% COTTON
ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE
300MM X 300MM

SHEET TOWEL 100% COTTON
ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE
1800MM X 1000MM

GUEST TOWEL 100% COTTON
ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE
900MM X 50MM

PRICE ON REQUEST
FACE TOWEL 100% COTTON
ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE
300MM X 300MM

SHEET TOWEL 100% COTTON
ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE
1800MM X 1000MM

GUEST TOWEL 100% COTTON
ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE
900MM X 500MM

PRICE ON REQUEST

BRUSH STROKE DESIGN
PAMPER PRODUCTS

Healthy Skin – Healthy Body – Healthy Mind

BATH SALTS

COLOURFUL SOAPS

MASSAGE OILS - DIFFERENT FLAVOURS

BODY BUTTER
SCRUBS – DIFFERENT FLAVOURS AVAILABLE

SPOIL YOURSELF TODAY

BAOBAB SEED AFRICAN CLAY BURNER

BAOBAB SEED FIZZ BALL SET (3 X 63G)

CRATE GIFT SET

BAOBAB SEED SMALL CRATE
CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN HAMPER !!

AMENITIES SOAP – ECO-FRIENDLY PLANT BASED

BAOBAB SEED LARGE CARRIER GIFT SET

LITCHI & ROSE RIO GIFT SET

BAOBAB SEED INTENSIVE HAND & NAIL REPAIR

BAOBAB SEED TWIN TUB GIFT SET
MEN'S EXECUTIVE GIFT IDEAS
HIP FLASK STAINLESS STEEL

TREKKER BBQ SET

SENTRY TORCH & LANTERN

500M VACUUM FLASK

MARKSMAN TERRA KNIFE

FOR MEN ONLY

HUNTINGTON TECH BACKPACK
Your selected Corporate Mont Blanc Agents

ENQUIRE WITH US ON WHAT IS AVAILABLE
ALEX VARGA VOLANS BALL PEN

ALEX VARGA KOLZAK 16GB USB

ALEX VARGA PYXIS BALL PEN

ALEX VARGA APUS ROLLERBALL

ALEX VARGA GALEXIA BALL PEN & ROLLERBALL SET

HUGE SELECTION OF PENS AVAILABLE
ALEX VARGA AVOS LAPTOP BACKPACK

STOCK ETA - 9 NOVEMBER

ALEX VARGA ODESSA CABIN CASE

ALEX VARGA BALATON WATER BOTTLE

ALEX VARGA INSOMNIA TWS EARBUDS

STOCK ETA - 10 OCTOBER
HOMEWARE GIFT IDEAS
CAPPUCHINO MUGS
200ML

MINI PIE DISH
(SET OF 6)

MINI FLUTED FLAN DISH
(SET OF 6)

PIE BIRD

GIANT CAPPUCHINO CUP
440ML

CASSEROLE DISHES

SPOON REST

HONEY POT’S
LE CREUSET OMBRE COLLECTION

ENQUIRE FOR MORE INFORMATION!!
2L CARAFE WITH OAK STOPPER

OIL/ VINEGAR/CARAFE WITH OAK STOPPER 450ML (SINGLE)

1 L CARAFE WITH OAK STOPPER

PRICES ON REQUEST
GIFT SET CLUB WHISKEY GLASS & WHISKEY STONES 2 PACK

CLUB TUMBLER SMALL 2 PACK

CLUB TUMBLER BIG 2 PACK
HAMPERS
festive hampers
CHERISHED MEMORIES & SWEET GIFTS

GIANT LOLLIES
Milk chocolate lollies decorated with crispy pearls.

1-PIECE CHRISTMAS BOX
With one chocolate treat per box, these little boxes are ideal for the Christmas table.

MILK AND DARK CHOCOLATE BOLITAS
20-piece milk and dark twist wrapped bolitas in a clear cellophane bag with red ribbon.

MILK CHOCOLATE MINI SLABS
Bite-size milk chocolate mini slabs with festive themed paper wrapper.

MILK CHOCOLATE LOLLIES
30 g Belgian milk chocolate lollies.

MINI FOILED SANTA
60 g milk chocolate foiled mini Santa.

FESTIVE HESSIAN BAG
Hessian bag filled with foil wrapped caramel stars.
16-PIECE PRINTED CELLO BAG
Filled with 18 milk chocolate filled chocolates and a decadent, gooey caramel centre.

18-PIECE PRINTED CELLO BAG
Filled with green and red foil wrapped golden stars.

18-PIECE RED PRINTED CELLO BAG
Each milk chocolate holiday ball is made from the finest quality Belgian milk chocolate.

18-PIECE GOLD PRINTED CELLO BAG
A medley of creamy milk chocolate hollow balls, wrapped in festive Christmas foil bags.

MINI GLASS JAR
Filled with Milk chocolate coated shortbread.

MINI GLASS JAR
Filled with white cocoa dusted Almonds.

MINI GLASS JAR
Filled with foil-wrapped Kruger Grand Cola.
CUSTOM MADE TREATS

PRICE ON REQUEST
1701 LUXURY MINI HAT BOXES
FILLED WITH 160G OF HONEY NOUGAT

MOQ 10 UNITS

MOQ 10
1701 ROASTED MACADAMIA
160G BOX • 2KG HONEY NOUGAT JAR

1701 HONEY NOUGAT HANDBAG (160G)
Pink Handbag - 1701 Roasted Macadamia Nougat
Cream Handbag - 1701 Roasted Macadamia Nougat
Black Handbag - 1701 Dark Chocolate and Macadamia Nougat

ADDITIONAL COST FOR JARS.
MOQ 10

1701 ALMOND NOUGAT
160G BOX • 2KG HONEY NOUGAT JAR

1701 MACADAMIA & DARK BELGIAN CHOCOLATE
160G BOX • 2KG HONEY NOUGAT JAR
Sally Williams
THE WORLD’S FINEST HONEY NOUGAT

GOLDEN DECADENCE

CHRISTMAS STOCKING

HO, HO, HO

CHRISTMAS WINDOWS

BAUBLE TINS

HOLLY JOLLY POCKETS
ORDER A BASKET, JAR OR TRADITIONAL TIN OF COOKIES!
Whatever your requirements, please contact us to help make your gift offerings extraordinary!

**Terms & Conditions:**

- Prices shown herein are an indication, accurate pricing will be quoted dependant on quantity, branding etc.
  - Prices exclude VAT, branding and courier fees
  - Minimum order quantities may apply to certain items
  - Lead time on branded orders is 5-10 days from approval of artwork
  - As all perishable hamper items are made fresh to order, lead time on custom hampers is 4-7 days from order
  - Pictures are a representation only, actual products may differ slightly
  - Stock is very fluid at this time of year, stock unfortunately cannot be guaranteed until official order is received
  - Should you find the same product cheaper, please let us know and we will do our best to match or beat the price